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Civilian vessels represent all unarmed vessels of the empire and are controlled individually. They are equipped with shields, armor and basic components automatically once the next level of the technology component is unlocked at free cost and should not return to Starbase to get component updates. Each civilian
vessel, with the exception of vehicles and construction vessels, has a monthly maintenance cost of 1 energy, and each construction ship has a maintenance cost of 0.75 energy. Civilian ships have an evasive fleet position by default meaning they will try to avoid the system when a hostile fleet enters it. Construction
shipsEdit Construction ships are used to create every space structure. They are not used during construction means they can continue to do other tasks after they have completed their construction project. Navy orders allow a construction ship to build the following: The construction cost-cutting outpost depends on the
government 75 per hyperlan from the nearest system owned by 1 Energy The Starbase is a space station used to approve star systems and expand your boundaries. It can only be built in orbit around a star. The full cost depends on which star system claims. The Mining Station 100 Minerals 1 Energy Mining Stations are
used to collect minerals, energy credits and strategic resources from uninhabited planets, stars and asteroids. Mining stations that collect energy are not worth any content. The Research Station 100 Minerals 1 Energy Research Stations are used to collect physics, society and engineering data research from uninhabited
planets, stars and asteroids. The observation post 100 Minerals 1 Energy Observation Posts can be built in orbit around planets inhabited by primitive civilizations to study their society. The megastructure of the site depends on the megastructure dependent on Megastructure 5 Energy megastructure really massive
construction projects are possible only in an environment with zero g space. Scientific shipEdit See also: The Review of Scientific Ships is the main method of studying the galaxy and the stars and systems within it. They demand that the scientist act. After the crew, the scientific ship can survey individual objects within
the system. In this research, it can detect resources present on the celestial body (i.e. planets, stars, asteroids, etc.). The examination can also lead to the detection of an anomaly. In addition, the facility must be inspected only once, and any future hidden resources (such as strategic resources) will be automatically
identified once the necessary technology has been explored. The scientific spacecraft can also survey the debris left over from the space battle that could yield point or perhaps even unlock unique technological options. Scientific ships can also help in planetary research. Once activated, the scientific spacecraft will rotate
around the planet and increase the results of its research depending on the skill level of the scientist on board. Colony shipEdit See also: Colonization Large colony ships allow allow to settle habitable planets. When ordering the construction of the ship of the colony, the player is given the opportunity to choose the kind
of pop music, which must be sent to a new colony, inheriting all its features and ethics. Pops are not consumed or transported in the process. Once completed, the ship colony can be sent to any inhabited world within reach to begin the colony. Colony ships take one year to build and their maintenance cost is maintained
throughout the colonization process. In addition, colony ships can also be built through the planet interface to be colonized. The cost of the ship colony in the organic empire depends on the government and the dominant archetype of the types of empire. Primary species of biological 200 alloys 200 Food 200 Consumer
goods Lithoid 200 alloys 200 minerals 200 consumer goods 50 alloys 500 minerals 500 foodThe cost of the colony ship in a mechanical or machine exploration empire always 400 alloys, regardless of the government. Empires with corporate Dominion or private prospectors of citizenship can also build private colony
ships, which cost 500 energy instead. Empires with calamitous origin of birth can also build lithium meteorites that cost 500 minerals instead. Transport shipEdit See also: Land warfareTransport ships where the assault armies are stored. After the army is recruited, it is automatically sent to a transport ship that will rotate
around the planet where they were created. Therefore, they cannot be built by hand. While armies have maintenance costs, transport ships do not cost extra energy to maintain. After the battle, the transport ships will heal to stand on the combat position of the army. During the war, transport ships must be carefully
escorted by the navy, as they are unarmed. Their only goal is to carry the assault armies to enemy planets so they can occupy them. In addition, some special projects require the completion of the transport vessel. The warships represent all armed imperial ships and unlike civilian ships they can be grouped together into
navies and led by an admiral. Warships require both energy and alloys as a monthly maintenance. They are developed through a shipbuilder. Warships are classified by hull size, which affects their combat statistics, cost, available sections and components and the cost of the command post. Each ship takes twice as
long to be built compared to the previous one in the category. There are four sized enclosures available, as well as Titan and Colossus with the expansion of the Apocalypse, and a juggernaut with the expansion of the Federation. The size of each ship has two technologies that increase its hull points and (up to
battleships) one technology that reduces its assembly cost and increases its assembly speed. The Ships Of the Warships must be modernized by hand when the upgraded design is being created. The cost of upgrading each vessel is simply the difference in construction cost between the new design and the old one.
Each vessel is upgraded individually, with ships are upgraded at the same time if the star base contains several shipyards. When updating the ship, the system will try to use the latest versions of the same class name. If there is no design of the same class name, then the upgrade process will upgrade them for the last
time saved a design of the same size instead. If the vessel obtained as a result of the event contains components not yet explored, the ship should not be allowed to upgrade. Upgrading will replace components with the latest researched ones, even if they are inferior. Editing naval capability represents the number of
warships that the empire can manage. Going beyond that limit would increase the cost of ship maintenance by an interest equal to the cost of the cost. For example, if the empire exceeded its naval capacity by 50%, it would increase the cost of servicing each ship by 50%. Each empire can build Titan for every 200
navies, a maximum of up to 20 titans at 3,800 naval capabilities. The Empire's Basic Naval Potential is 20, and is changing: Galactic Power Projection Ascension adds 80 pounds Each Soldier Job adds No. 4 Every Warrior Drone Work adds No 4 Every Duelist Work adds No.2 Every Starbase Anchorage module adds No
4, or No. 6 with Naval Logistics Office Building Every Navy Doctrine Technology adds 30 each fleet of Procedure Management repetitive technology adds 20 pounds (can only be researched 5 times) Each pirate Free Haven corporate building adds 10 each mercenary communications office corporate building adds 10
pounds Each strategic coordination center level adds 50 citizens to the Civil Service Service increases naval capability by 15% Ephapse Civil subspace increases naval capability by 15% naval contractors civilian increases naval capability by 15% Genocidal citizenship increase naval capacity by 33% Fleet Logistics
Corps / Automated Submarine replenishment tradition increases naval capability by 20% Master of Exercise : Decree of the Warring States increases naval capacity by 10% Grand Fleet Unity ambitions increases naval capacity by 20% Fleet Organizer ruler trait increases naval capacity by 15% Brain Slug Host ruler
feature increases naval capacity by 10% Covenant: End cycle increases naval capacity by 100% Empire-member Federation, may have reduced naval capacity by -10%/-20%/-30% to be allocated for use by the Federation Fleet, depending on the Fleet Contributions Act. Satrapy Empires have reduced naval capabilities
by -30%Maximum naval capability can never exceed 9,999. It's not a hard cap on ships that the empire can support; it is quite possible to exceed this limit as long as the empire can afford an increase in maintenance fees for all its ships. In fact, AI will often build up its naval capabilities if it has the resources to maintain
its fleets. Because of this, the player may need to build up naval capabilities, especially in preparation for the war against AI with the equivalent or better power of the fleet. LimitEdit's command limit is a limitation on how much individual fleet in the empire can be. The command limit of the empire base is 20, increased by
the following (the hard maximum is 500, but can not be achieved without mods): 10 euros for a technology of the type of hull 20 euros for the technology of the doctrine of the fleet 10 euros for the technology of the Admiralty Support Headquarters (repeated, but only 5 times) No 10 Dear Admiralty Civil 20 War Games
Three-dimensional Awareness Fighting Variable Mitigation Of the Excellence of tradition No. 20 Galactic Power Projection climbing perkMaximum achievable command limit without mods: Outliner format: / ) Ship RankEdit As ships take part in the battle they will increase their rank. Ships, when built, start with zero
experience. Ships get the No.1 experience every day they are in combat and have 0.1 experience every day they suppress piracy. Ranks classified as follows: Rank Exp Points Damage Hull Points Dodging Regular 0-99 0 0 Experienced 100-999 10% 0 0 Veteran 1000-9999 20% 5% Elite 10000 40% 10% 10% 10% Ship
Launch Experience can be increased by factors. The Effect Effect Fleet Excellence Decree No. 100 Combat Alliance Federation No. 100 Built from Starbase with the Building Of Fleet Academy No. 100 Built from Mega Shipyard No. 100 Colossal ShipsEdit Colossal Ships are the largest ships that can be built. There are
two classes of colossal ships, the Colossus and the Juggernaut. Each require a stellar base to have building colossal assembly yards before they can be built, and each one can only be built once. They can be restored when they are destroyed. Colossal ships cannot be combined with conventional fleets. JuggernautEdit
Real scale humanoid juggernaut compared to titanium juggernaut colossal ship that can build, repair and upgrade ships just as Starbase can. It has 10 times the point of the Titan hull and has six hangar slots and two tower extra large slots. It also has its own set of aura components that are significantly more powerful
than Titan's own. In addition to the empire limit of one, federation fleets can support a single Juggernaut. Juggernauts have two shipyards and can build, repair or upgrade up to two ships at a time. It can't build Titans or Colossi, but it can upgrade or repair them. The juggernaut can also update itself and automatically
start repairing itself after a fight. It cannot be repaired or upgraded at the star base. Juggernauts may retreat and go missing to reappear at the nearest friendly star base, like all conventional fleets. Fleets can install the juggernaut as their home base. Fallen empires can't build juggernauts. Colossit Humanoid Empire via
World Cracker A colossal ship that has one slot of weapons that can be equipped with weapons of mass destruction capable of affecting the entire planet. The technologies needed to create them can be accessed by taking the Colossus project's climbing uplift. Each Paded Empire has a zlt; chance to get a colossus at
the beginning and they can build as well after they've woken up. Colossi is not able to attack enemy fleets, as they do not have weapons for this. During space battles, Colossus will follow direct orders and will maneuver directly towards the designated target. This means that Colossus will do things like go straight through
the ongoing space battle to shoot at an enemy planet if his position is not set on evasively. The Empire, which owns the Colossus, gets the opportunity to declare Total Wars to other Empires. Similarly, any Empire can declare Total War to the owner of the Colossus. During the All-Out War, any system captured by either
side would be immediately annexed, and the war could only end with the complete destruction of either side or the status quo. If colossus is destroyed during the All-Russian War, nothing happens. War is still an all-out war. If the Colossus is built during a normal war, nothing happens and the Colossus can be used as
usual. If one of the sides is completely destroyed by the Colossus, the war ends and the purpose of the war is not respected. The same is true if the empire that owns the Colossus is drawn into a regular war, usually due to the Federation or Defensive Pact.Using Colossus causes a large amount of war exhaustion on the
target empire, and gives it a 50% ethics attraction to the militaristic and xenophobic, which can lead to the diplomatic and political environment in the region to grow even more hostile over time. The Ascension of the Colossus Project does not directly reveal the Colossus corps or its weapons; rather, the rotation provides
access to a related special project that, once completed, unlocks both the ship and its weapons. Once the special project is completed halfway, the empire will be asked to choose the starting weapon of the Colossus. The Empire can later explore other weapons of the Colossus and upgrade it into its Colossus through
the ship's designer. Colossus can carry the following weapon, which can only be directed at planets, rings and habitats: Weapon Effects Of Opinion when using the Requirement for The Study Notes Global Pacifism Heavenly Body has irreversibly evolved into a protected option. He receives a deposit of 10 studies of the
society. 200 Victim No.20 Federation of Victims, if they are used in the Holy World, the Holy Guardians will wake up and declare the Total War to the criminal. The world of Cracker's Heavenly Body is irreversibly destroyed. If it were a habitable planet, it would deposit 4-16 minerals. 1000 victims No 100 Every pacifist
empires get 600-3000 Unity at first use. If used in the Holy World, the Holy Guardians will wake up and declare the Full War to the criminal. If the Earth is destroyed there is a 50% chance of creating a wormhole with another system. Maybe a test shot at uninhabited planets. Neutron Sweep All Pops on the planet are
dying. The planet gets 30% 10 years. Empire get 600-3000 Unity at first use. Divine Enforcer All Pops on the planet become Spiritualist. Mechanical, Machine Unit and Hive-Minded Pops Pops killed instead. The planet receives 999% of the Spiritualist Ethics of Attraction within 10 years. Owned planets can be targeted,
but will also get 20% happiness within 10 years. No 400 Victim 40 Federation victims of Nanobot Diffuser All biological pops on the planet assimilate and get Cybernetic traits. Mechanical, machine unit and Hive-Minded Pops kill instead. Owned planets can be directed if there is any pop that can be assimilated. The
criminal gets ownership of the planet if he does not belong yet. No 600 Victim No. 60 Federation Victim Driven assimilator assimilator how to get planet cracker stellaris. stellaris how to build planet cracker. stellaris planet cracker vs neutron sweep. stellaris how to use planet cracker. stellaris planet cracker holy world.
stellaris planet cracker minerals. stellaris colossus planet cracker. stellaris planet cracker habitat
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